MECHANICS

2019 CF ELITE SUPER 6
TOURNAMENT

I.

There will be three (3) National Tournaments, via audio-video link at 19 Casino
Filipino sites to be hosted by CF-Cebu, CF-Angeles, CF-Tagaytay, scheduled on 		
March 22, July 19 and September 20, 2019, respectively.

II.

Each participating site shall be allowed to conduct five (5) pre-qualifying tournaments which may be used for the CF-Elite Super 6 tournaments and other Super6
or Baccarat Tournaments.

III.

Breakdown of Prizes:

Pre-Qualifying Tournaments
Details
Gift Certificates as prizes for the Branch Pre-Qualifying
Tournaments x 5 events
20% tax for Gift Certificates x 5 events

Subtotal
1,670,000

Total
8,350,000

334,000

1,670,000

Total

P2,004,000

P10,020,000

Details
Cash Prizes (National Winners P1.8M and Branch Winners
P1.160M) x 3 events
20% tax for Gift Certificates x 5 events

Subtotal
2,960,00

Total
8,880,000

592,000

1,776,000

Total

P3,552,000

P10,656,000

National Tournaments
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TOURNAMENT GUIDELINES
A. GAME NATURE
i.  The tournament shall utilize the Super 6 game format and shall be comprised of
    twenty five (25) deals including the six (6) trial deals.
ii.  House rules of Super 6 game shall be followed in the course of the tournament
which will be conducted via Audio Video Link.
B. PARTICIPATING SITES
CFs Angeles, Bacolod, Cebu, Davao, Iloilo, Manila Bay, Olongapo, and Tagaytay ;
SOG 1 - MGO/Ronquillo and Malabon
SOG 3 - Networld and Kartini
SOG 4 - CityState and Madison;
SOG 5 - Carmona
Crown Regency, Mactan and Parkmall Satellites.
C. PARTICIPANT QUALIFICATION
i.  Participation in the tournament is exclusive and by-invitation only to High Limits
    and VIP players.  No entry fee will be required.
D. SEAT ASSIGNMENTS
i.   There shall be a minimum of six (6) qualified players in each participating site.
ii.  Upon registration, the participant shall present his/her Seat Certificate.
iii. A participant’s table and seat assignment shall be pre-determined.
E. TOURNAMENT CAPITAL AND BETTING LIMITS
i.   Each participant shall be issued P50,000 worth of tournament chips as their playing capital. Cashable chips could be wagered alongside the tournament chips
    subject to the established limits of the table as follows:
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BETTING SLOT
Principal Bet Minimum

CASHABLE CHIPS
(Table Differential)
P1,000

TOURNAMENT CHIPS
(per hand)
P2,000

Principal Bet Maximum

P100,000

P20,000

Draw

P11,100 max

P 2,200 max

Super 6

P 6,600 max

P 1,300 max

Player/Banker Pair

P 8,300 max

P 1,600 max

F. LATECOMER
i.  A participant who arrives before the start of the 5th deal will still be allowed to join
   the remainder of the tournament.
ii. A latecomer shall be required to wager at least the cumulative amount of the minimum bet per deal (except trial deals) he/she missed (e.g. Latecomer who arrives
   before the start of the 4th deal will be required to wager at least P8,000 as his/her
   first bet).
G. TOURNAMENT PROPER
i.  Every participating site shall have its own single croupier for the tournament.
ii. A player shall only be allowed to wager on his/her assigned betting slot.
iii. Rules governing the use of the Lead Bettor marker shall apply. A Lead Bettor (LB)
    marker is used to indicate the player who will bet first. He will then be followed
    in sequence by the player to his left until all players have placed their bets. Once
    bets are placed, these can no longer be changed. The LB marker shall start from
     seat number 1 and shall be moved in a clockwise direction after every deal. A lead
bettor should be given 30 seconds to bet and another 30 seconds shall be allotted
     to other players. All sites must ensure that all bets are placed after the 60 seconds
time limit.
iv. Participants are not allowed to abstain from betting tournament chips. In the
    event that a participant fails to wager within the time limit, the assigned Pit Officer
    shall place a minimum bet from the participant’s tournament chips on the PLAYER
principal betting slot.
v.  In the event that a participant chooses both PLAYER and BANK as his/her prin
     cipal bet, the Pit Officer shall automatically place the bet on PLAYER.
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vi.  In case a participant’s remaining capital is less than the required minimum bet
      for principal hands, the participant can only place a one-time bet on Draw,
      Super 6, Player Pair, or Banker Pair.
vii. Participants who no longer have tournament chips for betting shall automatically
      be declared out of the tournament (for National winners). However, he/she may
still continue to participate in the side tournament (cashable chips) as branch
winner.
viii.Participants are allowed to leave the table for personal necessities provided he/
      she returns in due time for the next deal.  In case he/she does not return before
      the deal starts, a compulsory minimum bet from his/her stack shall be placed on
     the PLAYER side as his/her bet for every deal that he/she is away.
ix. Players will be allowed to do “ALL IN” bets in the 5th, 10th, 15th, 18th and 19th
deals.
x.  At the end of the tournament, the remaining tournament chips shall be the basis
     for ranking for National winners.
xi. The participant with the highest remaining tournament chips will be declared the
     National Champion. The next three highest will be the 2nd, 3rdand 4th prize win
ners respectively.
H. SPECIAL BETS FOR LIVE CHIPS
i.  All players are invited to join the “Special Bets” on the 11th, 12th and 13th deals.
ii. Special bets are wagers (including payments) placed progressively from the 11th
    to the 13th deal, similar to the mechanics of the Mystery Deal.
iii. Once the player agrees to join, he/she will be given a “Special Bet” (SB) marker.
iv. Initial bet must be at least Pesos: One Thousand (Php1,000.00) up to Five Thou
    sand (Php 5,000.00).
v. If the players’ bet loses, the bet together with the special bet marker shall be
collected. However, the player may still wager on principal bets.
vi. Losing bets on the 12th or 13th deals, shall be awarded FBCs equivalent to the
    amount of the player’s initial bet (on the 11th deal).
vii. All winning special bets on the 13th deal, shall be given FBCs equivalent to
     same amount of bets on said deal.
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viii. In case of draw result on the 11th up to the 13th deal, special bets shall be
      awarded FBCs equivalent to one half of the bet amount.
I. INCREASE IN PROPOSITION BET PAYOUT
On the day of the tournament, the scheduled time for this promo shall be at the discretion
of the participating branch/satellites with the following payout on winning bets:
GAMES
Super 6

EXSISTING PAYOUT
1:2

PROPOSED PAYOUT
1:15

Draw

1:8

1:9

Pair

1:11

1:12

Adjusted odds on proposition bets (Draw, Super 6,Pair) are not subject to the table’s
maximum payouts. Thus, payments for these proposition bets may exceed the table’s
maximum payout.
Payment odds for Same Suit Pair will no longer be adjusted to 15:1 but will instead apply
the same odd for non-suited pairs which is 12:1.
J. BREAKING A TIE
i. For the National Winner- an extra deal/s will be carried out at the HOST SITE.  
  The concerned participants shall write either Player “P” or Banker “B” on the se  cret betting form.  This process shall continue until the tie is settled.
j. For the Branch Winner- an extra deal/s will be carried out at the BRANCHES /
SATELLITES where the TIE occurred. The concerned participants shall write
  either Player “P” or Banker “B” on the secret betting form.  This process shall con
tinue until the tie is settled.
K. PRIZES
National Winners (highest winnings on tournament chips)
Champion
2nd Prize
3rd Prize
4th Prize

-

P1,200,000.00  Cash + P500k worth of FBCs
P   300,000.00  Cash + P400k worth of FBCs
P   200,000.00  Cash + P300k worth of FBCs
P   100,000.00  Cash + P200k worth of FBCs
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To encourage repeat visits, Free Bet Coupons/Certificates as prizes for the Champion
and runners-up shall be utilized as follows:
i. The first P100,000 FBC shall be wagered at designated tables/areas of their
   respective host branch/satellite and valid only on the date of the tournament.
   The succeeding P100,000 Free Bet Certificates shall be utilized on a per visit
   basis valid for 30 days from date of the National tournaments. The validity date
shall be indicated by the branch/satellite management upon redemption.
Branch/Satellite Winners on Cashable Chips (side tournament-total bets)
No. of
Tables

No. of
Winners

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2
3
3
3
3

1st Place
Cash Prizes
FBCs
30,000
40,000
60,000
80,000
100,000
120,000

2nd Place
FBCs
(in pesos)

30,000
40,000
60,000
80,000
100,000
120,000

30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
80,000

3rd Place
FBCs
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000

Branch/Satellite Competition on Tournament Chips
i. Consolation Prizes shall be awarded to ONE WINNER ONLY per site.
No. of Tables
1 to 2

FBC Prize
20,000

3 to 4

30,000

5 to 6

50,000

* All four (4) winners in the national competition for tournament chipes shall no longer
be entitled to the prizes in the branch competition for both cashable and tournament
chips.
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L. AWARDING OF WINNERS
i. The respective Branch Treasury Division shall facilitate the cash prizes of the
   CF Elite Circle Super 6 National Tournament.
ii. In the Branch where the National Champion and/or Runners-up including the
    Branch winners for the cashable chips competition will emerge, the Branch
    Treasury Division shall advance the cash prizes and shall be reimbursed thru
the Finance Section.
iii. The Finance and Treasury Department (FTD) shall provide advance-funding
     requirement of the tournament.
iv. The Branch Marketing personnel and Internal Security personnel shall assist
    winners in claiming their prize/s.
v. The Branch Marketing Section shall issue Cash Certificates and Acknowledge              ment Receipts that will be used as supporting documents for reimbursement.
vi. For the cash prize winners, a certified photocopy of the winners’ PTS card and
     a valid ID should be attached upon claiming their respective prizes.
vii. Instead of cash, the winner/s may opt to request payment in the form of
      Treasury Fund Capital Check. The winner/s will pay P100.00 for the check
      issuance fee.
viii. For the Branch Winner- an extra deal/s will be carried out at the BRANCHES

